National Press reviews & recommendations for
MAPOMINOES
“This card game claims to be both fun & educational. In my experience these
adjectives rarely go together but this game does manage both.”
Wanderlust (Checkout section)
“Stick this in the Christmas stocking of a travel-mad loved one.”
The Independent on Sunday (Get This section).
“This modern take on dominoes uses countries instead of numbers to construct a map
of the world – a clever way to pass the time”
The Sunday Times
“Mapominoes is a fun, portable, card game about connecting geographical bordering
countries in Europe, that’s easy to learn, educational and highly addictive. It has
broad appeal to both children and adults and is an ideal size for taking on holiday.
The game is cleverly designed so that you don’t need geographical knowledge to play,
but playing rapidly improves your geographical knowledge”.
Geographical - (The magazine of The Royal Geographical Society)
“Mapominoes creates a continental adventure, where 2-5 players, race to build a map
of Europe, using strategy based on shared border connections. This simple game,
easily slips into your family’s carry-on luggage and is a great way to solidify
geographical knowledge before a flight”
Traveller (The Intelligent Traveller Magazine)
“This small portable game will come in handy when trying to occupy your children.
It’s educational and strategic, though fairly easy to learn and play which helps to
involve a variety of age groups. Every country card is different due to their varying
border connections and hence no two games are ever the same”.
Outdoor Enthusiast (The Guide: Kidding Around section)
“If you want to learn your way around Europe, then this is the game for you. It’s a bit
like dominoes, but instead of linking number to number you connect country to
country.”
Real Travel magazine (Kit section)
“When snow stops play, grab 2-5 walk buddies and race to build this European map
by connecting countries.”
Trail (Must Have section)
“Mapominoes is a family game for 2-5 players and is like dominoes, but with maps.
As players build a map of Europe by connecting countries, the aim is to be the first to
play all the country cards on the table. Players can block opponents by holding on to
countries or open up areas by playing other countries”
Toy News (Sector Guide: Games & Puzzles)
“Mapominoes is a game for 2-5 players, that’s fun, educational & addictive. It’s a bit
like the old dominoes, but with a big difference. Instead of matching dots, you have
to build a map of Asia & Australasia by connecting countries that share common
borders. And you don’t have to confine yourself to travelling across Asia &
Australasia, because Mapominoes also offers a European version”
Toy & Hobby Retailer (Australia)

